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Retrieving Snowpack Properties and Accumulation
Estimates From a Combination of SAR and
Scatterometer Measurements
Gerit Rotschky, Wolfgang Rack, Member, IEEE, Wolfgang Dierking, and Hans Oerter

Abstract—This study combines two satellite radar techniques,
low-resolution C-/Ku-band scatterometer and high-resolution
C-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for glaciological studies,
in particular mass-balance estimations. Three parameters expressing the mean backscattering and its dependency on azimuth
and incidence angle are used to describe and classify the Antarctic
ice sheets backscattering behavior. Simple linear regression
analyses are carried out between ground truth accumulation data
and the SAR backscattering coefficient along continuous profile
lines. From this we parameterize the accumulation rate separately
for certain snow pack regimes. We find that SAR data can be
used to map mass-balance changes, however only within limited
areas. Applying this method therefore generally requires accurate
ground truth for regional calibration together with additional
information regarding mean air temperature or elevation. This
investigation focuses on the area of Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica. We present the first high-resolution accumulation map based
on SAR data for the surrounding area of the EPICA deep ice core
drilling site Kohnen, which is compared to reliable ground truth
records as well as to a surface-mass-balance map interpolated
from these at low resolution.
Index Terms—Antarctica, mass balance, satellite radar, snowpack properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE knowledge of Antarctic ice mass balance and its
temporal variations is at present still insufficient for
determining the ice sheets contribution to global sea level
rise with high accuracy [40]. Ice-sheet modeling is uncertain
due to missing small-scale data for most regions. Recently,
traditional methods of accumulation measurements, i.e., stake
line readings, or point sampling by snow pits and firn core
drilling have been supplemented by ice-penetrating radar (IPR)
studies capable of retrieving mass-balance information along
continuous profile lines [12], [31], [33], [38], [39], [41]. Despite
these efforts, there is still a lack of surface-mass-balance data
at a resolution that is mapping the high spatial variability of
accumulation rate. The latter was found to reach up to 50% over
distances of a few kilometers [41], even under the homogenous
meteorological and topographic conditions of Dronning Maud
Land’s (DML) plateau region. Therefore, it is questionable how
representative single point measurements are for large-scale
accumulation compilations, considering their coarse sampling
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scheme. The reconstruction of paleoclimate records from ice
cores relies on detailed information of their accumulation
history. If the drilling takes place on moving ice, the long-term
accumulation variability detected in an ice core arises as a
combination of true climatical changes as well as movement of
the core-hole site through a given surface-mass-balance pattern
upstream [20], [28], [44]. Since the latter depends on irregular
surface undulations on a kilometer scale [20], [41] a spatial
resolution of accumulation data better than 1 km would be
desirable in order to be able to identify and remove the effects
of local topography and ice flow on accumulation time series.
At present maps at this resolution are not available.
Overcoming these uncertainties and recovering spatiotemporal ice sheet volume variations have become a major goal of
current spaceborne Earth observation methods, in the first instance carried out by passive [5], [55] and active microwave instruments [6], [8], [11], [30], [47], [48], [53]. Although much
effort has been done to assess the principles of microwave interaction with snow and ice, they are not yet completely understood
in all their complexity [1]. In general, microwave signatures depend on the angular distribution of energy due to scattering at
the surface and in the firn pack as well as on absorption losses.
Within the dry snow zone, the accumulation rate is seen as a key
factor that determines the morphological structure of the snow
pack. Spatiotemporal variations in snow deposition are therefore
expected to have a major impact on the radar backscattering. The
capability of microwave remote sensing for estimating snow accumulation has been recognized as a result of the reported inand
verse correlation between the backscattering coefficient
accumulation rate [3], [8], [11], [23], [26], [30].
For the case of dry snow, the surface scattering in C- and Kuband can be neglected [10], [13]. The volume scattering is dominated by Rayleigh scattering, although Mie Scattering may play
a role in Ku-band for a grain size larger than 5 mm [50]. Taking
into account the typical volume densities of the snow pack, permittivity and extinction properties are to be calculated based on
the dense medium transfer theory [10]. In order to obtain more
realistic estimates of the backscattering of deep dry snow packs,
density-stratified layers have to be considered in model calculations [3], [52]. Flach et al. [9] applied a least squares inversion
technique to derive snowpack properties, such as accumulation
for the dry snow zone of Greenland. Their method relies on simulating the variations of the microwave intensity due to seasonal
changes of the snowpack. However, the absolute magnitude of
backscattering intensity could not be reproduced by the model.
We aim at extending previous studies in order to classify regions with a similar nature of backscattering over the
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Fig. 1. Envisat ASAR mosaic of study region, Dronning Maud Land, showing
several AWI snow pit and firn core sampling sites, as well as routes of stake
readings (black line) and IPR (white striped line) providing ground truth data
on accumulation rates. The ASAR images have been normalized to a single
incidence angle of 35 and an azimuth angle of maximum backscattering for
each pixel respectively as described in the text.

Antarctic ice sheet. Our attempt is the combination of overlapping scatterometer images at different frequencies in order
to define snow pack classes by three parameters. Although
the spatial resolution of scatterometers is low, they provide
valuable information regarding backscattering at high temporal
and geometrical resolution, which can be linked to snow pack
properties, i.e., characteristics like snow grain size, density,
subsurface layering, water content, or surface roughness [8],
[19], [21], [23], [25]–[27], [37], [42], [54]. Within defined
snow regimes we investigated the relationship between synthetic aperture radar (SAR) backscattering and snow pack
properties, in the first place using accumulation rates derived
by stake readings and IPR. This was conducted for two traverse
routes: 1) leading from the German Neumayer station (70 39’S,
08 15’W) located on the Ekström Ice Shelf to the German
Kottas camp (74 12’S, 9 44’W), and 2) between various firn
core locations on the high plateau of DML passing the Euopean
Project of Ice Coring (EPICA) drilling camp Kohnen (75 S,
0 ) (Fig. 1).
II. DATA AND METHODS
A. Scatterometer Data and Image Reconstruction
We used VV-polarized 5.3-GHz (C-band) Escat and overlapping 14-GHz (Ku-band) Nscat data acquired during a full repeat
cycle in winter 1997 to characterize the backscattering properties of the ice sheet, expressed by the normalized radar cross
section . During this time, the snow pack is completely frozen
and holds stable conditions [8]. Small variations due to wind
drift were not considered. Both sensors have been reported to
be steady in calibration, precise enough for our purposes [24],
[49].
The Escat sensor (ERS-2 Active Microwave Instrument in
wind scatterometer mode) measures the surface backscattering

measurements and (b) covered incidence angles
Fig. 2. Number of (a) 
and azimuth-angle bins included in each image grid cell following the 90 E and
90 W meridians across Antarctica.

with three right-looking antennas over a single 500-km-wide
swath to a southernmost extent of 79.5 S, and with a nominal resolution of 50 km [2]. The Nscat instrument onboard the
Japanese Advanced Earth Observation Satellite (ADEOS-1) operated with two 600-km-wide swaths on both sides of the satellite track, separated by a 400-km gap. Six vertical (VV) and
two horizontal (HH) polarized antenna beams cover Antarctica
to within 1.2 of the pole. Despite the short mission duration
(September 1996 to July 1997), the Nscat time series enable
more detailed studies of electromagnetic scattering properties,
due to its higher spatial resolution of 25 km and broader azimuth
and incidence angle coverage.
In order to obtain a complete set of possible viewing angles
for a particular footprint of each sensor, the acquisition time
intervals include a 35-day period for Escat (May 28 to June
30, 1997) and 41-days for Nscat (May 20 to June 30, 1997).
Small acquisition gaps for Nscat were neglected. For the analysis, the single beam measurements were gridded at a resolution of 25 km, using a polar stereographic projection with
the true scale set to 71 S for minimizing distortions within the
DML study region. At each grid cell all observations within the
imaging period are summed and then averaged in order to obtain a mean backscattering response.
Following [36] and [43], three slightly modified parameters
have been calculated for each grid cell in order to characterize
the backscattering: the mean backscattering coefficient
(decibels) within the incidence-angle range of 30 to 40 over
all viewing angles , the factor of anisotropy (FA), and the incidence angle gradient (decibels per degree), in the following
named IG. The latter was evaluated by applying a first-order
measurements within the incidence
least square fit over all
, for which
(decibels) was
angle range of
found to decrease almost linearly [3], [23], [26]. FA describes
and is calculated according to
the azimuthal modulation of

FA
(1)
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gridded to a 100- and 250-m raster, respectively. Geocoding
was done using the RAMP digital elevation model [22]. The
speckle noise was reduced by applying a 3 3 running mean.
The locational accuracy of the geocoded product is estimated
to be within 100 m according to ground truth data. ASAR data
were normalized to a uniform incidence angle (35 ) and azimuth
angle (0 ), using our Escat backscattering parameters IG and
. This approach is based on the assumption that the dependence of backscattering on viewing geometry as observed for
larger areas from satellite is comparable to the small-scale situation, which is justified by ground-based scatterometer measurements for IG in DML [42]. We assume that the same is valid for
FA. We carried out a pixel to pixel comparison of overlapping
ASAR tracks covering homogenous areas near Kohnen station.
By this process we found the local variations of IG to be in the
order of 0.1 dB deg , inducing a normalization error small
enough to be of minor significance in this area. We note that
further field data are necessary to fully evaluate the uncertainty
due to the use of low-resolution data in high-resolution applications. Normalization to an incidence angle of 35 for an entire
image was carried out according to
IG

(2)

Parameter describes the local incidence angle between surface normal and look vector at each image pixel. Variations of
versus azimuth angle are determined by a nonlinear least
square function of the form
(3)

Fig. 3.  and number of measurements that entered computation of IG (left
(right side) as function of incidence and azimuth
side) and FA as well as 
angles for two sample image pixels (25
25 km ), corresponding to the
location of Neumayer and Kohnen station. The total number of measurements
(TNM) is given at the upper right corners.

2

where
stands for 18 azimuth-angle bins in 20 steps.
This way we obtained three images for each sensor, mapping
the spatial distribution of backscattering characteristics. The
number of measurements which enter the computation is represented in Fig. 2, following a meridian across the Antarctic
continent. Variations occur according to the satellite-swath
the number of records
geometry, e.g., for calculating
ranges from 19–227 for Nscat and from 12–180 for Escat,
respectively. Toward the imaging limits the number of covered
incidence angles decreases, e.g., for Escat, south of 78.8 S
no incidence angles higher than 30 are available. Estimating
Escat FA becomes critical at certain locations, because of the
limited azimuth viewing geometry. At no point a number of
eight out of 18 possible azimuth-angle bins is exceeded for this
sensor. Two sample locations, Neumayer station and Kohnen
camp, give an impression on data density and distribution over
the viewing angle ranges (Fig. 3).
B. ENVISAT ASAR Normalization
Envisat Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) VV-Pol
wideswath data acquired in March 2004 were calibrated and

where stands for the azimuth-look angle measured from north,
and express the backscattering and
and the coefficients
its anisotropy. The function given in (3) was fitted to our Escat
data within the incidence angle range of 30 to 40 , averaged
for areas of 25 25 km over the entire imaging period.
C. Ground Truth Data
Various ground truth data collected in DML in the framework
of the EPICA pre-site survey are available for the period 1996 to
1999. The field studies have been continued and extended in the
years after. Here we use data on the ice sheets annual surfacemass balance and snow layer structure based on snow pit studies,
stake line readings, and IPR, making available an excellent basis
for correlating accumulation rates with our satellite data.
A line of 675 stakes at 500-m intervals was set up along the
Neumayer-Kottas camp traverse route, providing a mass-balance transect of high spatial resolution with annual readings
between 1999 and 2001. The stake measurements (in meters)
have been converted to accumulation rates (in kilograms per
square meter per year) by integration of density profiles, derived from several snow-pit sites along the way (third-order
polynomial functions were fitted to density data for each site
covering the upper 1.4–2 m of the snowpack). Together with
the ice, the stakes are moving toward the coast with an average speed of 52.4 m/year, increasing to 168 m/year beyond the
grounding line on the Ekström Ice Shelf. Because of these position changes with time, the annual accumulation records were
assigned to fixed geographic locations along the transect with
500-m spacing by linear interpolation. On the plateau around
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Parameter images derived from VV polarized scatterometer images. (a) Nscat 

. (b) Nscat FA. (c) Nscat IG. (d) Escat 

. (e) Escat FA. (f) Escat IG.

TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN DERIVED PARAMETERS

the Kohnen station, an IPR-derived surface mass-balance profile serves as ground truth for comparison, covering a time span
of 182 and 184 years, respectively [41].
III. RESULTS
A. Frequency-Dependent Differences in Backscattering
The spatial patterns in our
, FA, and IG parameter maps
(Fig. 4) reflect differences in snow morphology, i.e., surface
roughness, density, layering, and/or grain size [36]. This is due
to variable conditions in local climate, wind, and accumulation
rate, which are governed by geographic location, slope, elevation, and orographic effects as well as surface undulations. Artefacts visible within the FA images are caused by sudden changes
in the number of covered azimuth-angles subjected to the orbit
geometry [see also Fig. 2(b)], e.g., for Nscat a drop from 13 to
only seven covered azimuth-angle bins causes a concentric feature at 79 S. We did not consider these distortions to be a crucial
factor for the further analysis, since general changes in backscattering are still evident and no distortions are visible within the
classification results, presented below.
Despite differences in spatial resolution and frequency between both sensors, the results display the same general features for all three parameters. They are consistent with previous
findings [25], [26], [36], [43]. In Table I we list the correlation coefficients between the C- and Ku-band results as well
as for all parameters to each other, separated for each sensor.
The low correlation for IG between both sensors is likely due
to differences in penetration depth within the dry snow zone.
In general Escat-derived parameters are less correlated to each
other than those of Nscat, which could partly be a consequence

Fig. 5. Frequency difference image Nscat minus Escat including the
<  are
percolation zone boundary as defined in the text. Areas of 
marked by white striped signatures.

of the lower spatial resolution and azimuth coverage. A significant correspondence is observed for the Nscat-derived parameand IG. Field measurements in C-band show that low
ters
backscattering of a homogenous snow pack is often combined
with high IG and vice versa [42]. In spite of this fact we used
all parameters as input for a classification as described below,
since the information used is not fully redundant.
Large areas of extremely high backscattering in the interior
regions of east Antarctica can be observed in the Nscat result
only [Fig. 4(a)]. Consequently, here we find the strongest frequency differences in backscattering, reaching values of up to
8.5 dB (Fig. 5). Interestingly also the ice divides take shape
differences with
clearly as regions of high
by 4–6 dB. Backscattering differences are small within regions
affected by strong katabatic air flow, as well as within the percolation zone. In agreement with observations in Greenland [25],
within the percolation zone
we find large areas with
(also marked in Fig. 5). During our imaging interval Ku-band
is probably mainly reflected by a relatively homogenous winter
snow layer, whereas for C-band buried layers of older firn and
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and elevation change along a traverse route from Neumayer
Fig. 7. 
station to Kottas camp. Topographic information was taken from RAMP digital
elevation model [22].

Fig. 6. (a) Ratio IG Escat/IG Nscat and (b) Ratio FA Escat/FA Nscat. Values
< 1 indicate areas with higher dependence on viewing geometry (incidence and
azimuth angles) for the smaller Ku-band wavelength.

melt features act as strong scatterers. In opposite, within the dry
snow zone, the backscattering level of Escat is in general lower
compared to the Nscat data, as observed as well by [3], [26], and
[42]. An exception from this is a smaller region in Queen Mary
Land (100 E), exhibiting at the same time high values for FA.
In accordance to [8] for Greenland we defined the dry snow
zone boundary as mapped in Fig. 5 by using a frequency-differdB. In addition we utilized
ence threshold of
the fact that low values for FA are another specific feature of
areas affected by summer melt. Therefore, we used a value of
for further delimitation of the percolation zone.
Escat FA
Remaining scattered areas which have been misselected using
this approach were removed manually.
Smooth IG is observed at the high-elevation areas of dense
stratification on the East Antarctic Plateau. Large negative
values of this parameter are found within the dry snow zone if
the accumulation rate is relatively high. By looking at the lower
image of Fig. 6(a), it becomes evident that IG Nscat is steeper
than IG Escat within regions where effective scattering layers
close to the surface can be expected reducing the penetration
depth especially for the higher frequency. Those are: 1) the
katabatic wind regions of east Antarctica due to wind glazed
surfaces and roughness features, such as sastrugi; 2) the percolation zone (buried ice lenses, pipes, and layers); as well as
3) the high-elevation plateau regions of intense backscattering,
for which large snow crystals within the upper snow pack can
be assumed [45]. In opposite, for regions missing such features
IG Escat is generally steeper then IG Nscat, with biggest
differences for flat regions, namely along the crest of the ice
divides, as well as the Ronne ice shelf. Our findings agree
with field studies carried out by [42], who found the incidence
angle dependence increasing together with penetration depth.
versus inDrinkwater et al. [8] related a steeper gradient of
cidence angle with increasing accumulation rates, accompanied
with a reduction of grain size and hence reduced backscattering.

Patterns of increased FA are generally accompanied by a
steeper IG for both sensors, with the exclusion of Princess Elizabeth Land (70 to 90 E) for Escat. Differences in FA between
both sensors are strongest in areas of largest penetration depth
differences linked with very low accumulation rates. Regions
of FANscat FA Escat are restricted almost exclusively to the
percolation zone near the coast [see lower image of Fig. 6(b)].
to
along a transect from
Fig. 7 shows a comparison of
Neumayer station on the Ekström Ice Shelf to Kottas camp.
From the grounding line at a distance of 120 km south of Neumayer, the ice sheet is rising in steps from the flat ice-shelf area
to an elevation of about 2000 m a.s.l. The boundary between the
coastal percolation zone to the dry snow zone is marked by the
sudden divergence of our scatterometer profiles. Within regions
affected by summer melt, buried ice lenses, and hoar layers act
as strong scatterers and prevent microwaves from deeper penetration into the snow pack. Further upslope above 400 m a.s.l.,
C [23],
where mean annual air temperatures do not exceed
frequency differences in backscattering response become recognizable, due to differences in penetration depth. The cross-over
to dry snow conditions with increasing altitude occurs with a reto
dB for Escat and to
dB
markable drop in from
is generally obfor Nscat. Within the dry snow zone
served, but both curves progress parallel, with a differences of
up to 6.2 dB. A notable sudden rise in backscattering between
150–250 km from the starting point can be observed for both
wavelengths, but is less pronounced for the longer wave Escat
data. This could partly be a consequence of the difference in spatial resolution between both sensors. Furthermore a comparison
with accumulation measurements suggests that within this range
of our transect a decrease in net mass balance to values as low as
a (Section IV-A) might cause changes in grain
60 kg m
size and layering in an order that primarily affects the shorter
wave Ku-band [8]. The Nscat backscattering is almost independent of polarization which was also observed in Greenland [46],
with slight differences in backscattering of up to 0.8 dB only
within the coastal percolation zone.
B. Snow Pack Classification
We applied a maximum-likelihood classification to our data
, IG, and FA. This way regions
by combining images of
of comparable backscatter response could be delimited for the
Antarctic ice sheet as shown in Fig. 8. As in [36] signature
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Fig. 8. Maximum-likelihood classification of Antarctic snow pack regimes, resulting from input parameters FA, IG, and 
limits marked by a circle, and (b) Escat. The latter also shows the extent of our DML study region.

for (a) Nscat with Escat viewing

TABLE II
MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD CLUSTER MEANS

Fig. 9. (Gray) Areas of agreement and (white) disagreement between Escat
and Nscat maximum-likelihood classification results.

values for ten classes were forced by training areas with pronounced backscattering behavior, which were identified by first
applying unsupervised K-means and isodata classification algorithms. This way we compensated for missing a priori knowledge about the number, position, and extent of existing unique
backscattering types.
The results yield a similar general pattern of surface classes
for both VV polarized Escat C-band and Nscat Ku-band scatterometer data, in spite of differences in spatial resolution,
viewing angle coverage, and geometry between both sensor
types. This implies that the dominant backscattering mechanisms are the same for both frequencies. Thus, we consider this
simple method as robust for mapping different Antarctic snow
facies, even for the less well resolved Escat data. However, the
higher resolution Nscat data enable a more detailed discrimination of the single classes shape and extent up to a southern
limit of 86 S. Fig. 9 maps areas that are classified as the same

type by both sensors, making up 48.4% of the area common to
both sensors.
Differences in the allocation of pixels to a certain class concern regions where the crossover from one surface type to another is not very distinct, expressed by similar cluster means for
all three parameters as shown in Table II. Those are the low-accumulation dry snow areas with homogenous snow pack morphology, represented by classes III-VII. Here it was difficult to
decide for training areas that we assumed to be most representative for both frequencies. Nearly no correspondence was found
for class VI for which only 10% of all pixels are in common
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF SNOW PACK CLASSES

Fig. 10.

for both sensors. The best agreement in classification is reached
in three cases: 1) high accumulation areas within the dry snow
zone covered by class X (in common: 57.9%); 2) areas with
reduced penetration depth due to effective near surfaces scatterers, i.e., regions affected by summer melt (class I with 51.8%
common pixels); and 3) areas with significantly increased FA
due to the preferential alignment of surface roughness features
(sastrugi) caused by persistent katabatic air flow (enclosed by
classes VIII and IX—in common: 40.4% and 44.8%, respectively). A short description of typical surface properties for all
classes is provided in Table III. However, such specifications are
limited, since the transition from one surface type to another is
smooth, and the spectrum of possible physical characteristics is
large even within one class. Furthermore, available information
is still insufficient for some classes.
Regions exhibiting extreme values in one or more of our input
parameters stand out clearly at both frequencies. The percolation zone is represented by class I, which is marked by a bright
at the margins of the continent, where
band of very high
the effects of rapid grain growth [17] and formation of ice lenses
and pipes during the summer months combine to form strong
scattering layers [8], [23], [42]. Examples are the Amery Ice
Shelf (72 E) and the Larsen Ice Shelf on the Eastern coast of the
Antarctic Peninsula (64 W), or several smaller ice shelf areas
aligned along the DML coast. Small FA illustrates the isotropic
scattering of this surface type. In addition frequency differences
are small, suggesting that the penetration depth is simin
ilar for both frequencies. Hence the scattering is dominated by
an upper surface layer.
Also class II is evolving from high backscattering together
with low FA and smooth IG. Here, Nscat
reaches its ex-

Escat MLH classification result for DML study region.

tremes of up to 0.5 dB, whereas Escat values are on the average
3 dB smaller than in the coastal area. Larger areas falling into
class II are stretching from Victoria Land (160 E) up to the high
plateau at 100 E, as well as starting on the Ross Ice Shelf up the
slope toward the Rockefeller Plateau. Smaller areas are scattered
on the high-elevation plateau of DML south of 79 . Class II is
restricted to regions exhibiting very low accumulation rates of
a down to 5 kg m
a
generally less then 100 kg m
[4], [14], [51] associated with a dominance of coarse to very
coarse snow grains, including the development of depth hoar.
The steady increase in C-band backscattering observed toward
the crest of the ice sheet was attributed to increased stratification
of the snow pack by [42], as a result of decreasing accumulation
rates and development of wind crusts. This assumption is confirmed by traverse studies [45] that found the number of strata
within the upper 2 m to reach up to 60, with an average of 35.
These findings compare with observations from central Greenland, where increased backscattering was also associated with
intensified layering together with increased grain sizes due to
low accumulation rates [11], [23]. Class I and II cluster means
are not very distinct for Nscat and thus could not be correctly
discriminated on the plateau area. The imaging geometry of
Escat does not allow further mapping of this snow pack type.
In opposite, for the dry snow zone high accumulation rates
can be linked to a compact firn-pack morphology with small
grain sizes [7], [15], for which the penetration depth was described to be in the order of a few hundred times the wavelength [3]. Here the backscattering is only weak. Therefore,
parameter images [Fig. 4(a)] indarker colors within the
dicate regions of high accumulation and are mapped by class
X, which is in addition characterized by an increased IG, confirming statements of [42] for a higher penetration depth. The
largest connected areas of this kind are found in West Antarctica, i.e., Marie Byrd Land (100 –140 W), Ellsworth Land (80
to 100 W), and Palmer Land (65 W). In agreement for both
(Escat
dB/Nscat
frequencies, the lowest values of
dB) are observed in Marie Byrd Land at two locations
within the Executive Committee Range between 76 30’S and
77 S at 121 W and 132 W, where an accumulation maximum
a has been reported by [29]. Scattered areas
of 560 kg m
a
are found in DML, where values of up to 593 kg m
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Fig. 11. Average net snow accumulation derived from stake readings along the Kottas Traverse route for the time period 1997–2001 (annual variability in gray),
inversely plotted against ASAR wideswath  measurements (100-m pixel spacing) from March 2004 normalized to 35 incidence. Squares mark the locations of
snow pits described in the text. The transect is subdivided into sections that correspond to the Escat-derived snow pack classes with labels on top.

have been measured by stake line readings in the year 2001 near
the Heimefrontfjella mountain range (74 23’S/9 22’W).
In east Antarctica striking patterns are generated by regions of
strong katabatic air flow, which causes a higher surface roughness. They are represented by classes VII–IX, characterized by
significantly increased values for FA. The dependence of this
parameter on wind-generated features, i.e., sastrugi [26], [37]
and snow dunes, is well known [16]. Stronger slope gradients
[3],
account for a first-order azimuthal modulation of
as well as a steeper IG. Escat data generally exhibits a sigwith azimuth angle than obnificantly higher variation of
served for the Nscat data, which might partly be an artefact of
the lower azimuth-angle coverage [see Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3] and
therefore reduced accuracy in deduction of FA. Regions with
highest anisotropy are combined in class IX, namely Wilkes
Land (110 to 130 E), Princess Elizabeth Land (70 to 90 ),
and Terre Adélie (130 to 145 E), known for their high windspeeds near the margin of the ice sheet [34], [35], [37].
In east Antarctica, terrains on the coastal side of the ice divide exhibit strong variations in surface conditions. Here the
classification algorithm produces a highly scattered small-scale
pattern through all classes, especially for the Nscat data. No
remarkable feature can be named from Mac Robertson Land
(60 –80 E), over Kemb Land to Enderby Land (60–40 E). For
DML (Fig. 10) our classification results differ between both
sensors concerning the exact pixel location of a certain surface
class only. This region is known for its high spatial variability in
surface conditions, due to changes in local weather conditions,
changing winds and accumulation rates [32], [39], governed by
orographic effects and surface undulations. For this, sample region ground truth data are available, crossing from the coastal
percolation zone to the dry snow zone on the polar plateau. With
these we can link our snow pack classes derived from satellite
measurements and address uncertainties regarding their morphological differences.
IV. DETERMINING ACCUMULATION RATES VIA SAR
A. Transect Neumayer—Kottas
Annual stake readings covering a five-year period from 1997
to 2001 provide detailed information on mass balance along

Fig. 12. Scatterplot of ASAR  values versus stake line net accumulation
rates. Clusters correspond to the Escat-derived snow pack classes (also Fig. 11).

a continuous profile line connecting the German station Neumayer, situated near the edge of the Ekström Ice Shelf, with
the Kottas camp nearby the Heimefrontfjella mountain range.
Traceable in Fig. 11 is the typical trend of decreasing snow accumulation with increasing elevation (also Fig. 7) and distance to
the coast, described in further detail in [39]. Undulations appear
on a kilometer scale. Though a stronger interannual variability
is recognizable, the general sequence of net accumulation rates
along the transect is preserved over the years. A section of extraordinary strong variations can be observed between 90–170
km along the lower slope of the ice rise from the grounded
coastal areas, probably due to increases in katabatic wind. Interestingly, years of above mean accumulation (1997, 1999, 2001)
alternate with years of below mean accumulation (1998, 2000),
with strongest amplitudes on the ice shelf in direct neighborhood to the grounding line at a distance of 100 km from Neumayer station. Here, during the observation period, a maximum
a (1999) contrasts sharply with a minimum
of 600 kg m
a in the following year, giving
value of only 273 kg m
an indication for the high temporal variability of snow accumulation within this region. Within a section of lowest accumulation along the stake line (225–233 km) the situation is reversed.
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Fig. 13. (a) Depth-density profiles for two snow pits, located along Kottas Traverse route and corresponding (b) Escat and (c) Nscat scatterometer signatures FA
(on top) and IG (on bottom).

While during 1999 ablation is observed (
kg m
a ),
a is reached in the year 2000, ema record of 84 kg m
phasizing the role of snow redistribution by wind, which modifies the original precipitation pattern and causes a coincidental
chronology of annual net mass-balance rates for a certain location along a profile. In the Kottas mountains at the end of the
stake line, the local terrain and wind field generate a sudden rise
in net snow accumulation, reaching average values up to 500 kg
m a .
A varying snow accumulation can be related with changes in
snow pack properties, in particular the annual layer thickness,
grain size, and hence density-depth distribution. As observed
earlier by Antarctic and Greenland ice sheet studies [3], [8],
[11], [23], [30], [54], such changes are mirrored by the corresponding backscattering signatures, which show a clear rise in
with decreasing snow accumulation. Larger grain sizes and
a higher number of strata per depth unit are thought to cause
an increased volume scattering, accompanied with a reduction
of penetration depth. Comparing the average snow accumulation rate along the Neumayer-Kottas camp stake line with our
normalized ASAR data we also observe a remarkable reciprocal
relationship between both datasets. Both curves progress in the
same directions, when accumulation measurements are plotted
(in decibels) as shown
inversely against the radar coefficient
in Fig. 11.
When looking at the correlation factors, the percolation zone
), with well-developed scattering layers near the
(R:
surface, must be separated from the dry snow zone with R:
. The crossover between those snow facies is roughly
marked by the border between the Escat-derived classes III
and IV (km 160) at an elevation of around 650 m a.s.l.. Going
more into the detail, we studied the relationship of accumulation and backscattering within our Escat-derived snowpack
classes separately as illustrated in Fig. 12. Distinct clusters
form here according to differences in snow morphology. For
those classes which exhibit a good correlation between radar

backscattering and surface net balance, we established simple
linear regression functions to parameterise the accumulation.
Class I, representing the flat Ekström Ice Shelf, separates as
an agglomeration of rather scattered points on the right side,
. Within this area
exhibiting a correlation factor R of
is generally higher than within the dry snow zone, regardless
of snow accumulation rate. Snow pit studies at several points
along our stake line reveal the snow packs typical stratigraphic
layering and density distribution with depth, of which examples
are presented in Fig. 13(a). Near Neumayer station there is
evidence that high summer temperatures alter the snow pack
in a way that contributes to stronger backscattering response.
The snow was described as coarse-grained material, containing
a series of up to 2-cm-thick ice lenses, starting at a distance
of only a few centimeters from the surface. A mean density of
420 kg m was found within the snow pack’s upper 2 m.
In contrast, for class X which is in the sphere of influence of
the Heimefrontfjella mountain range, the lowest values of are
recorded, although accumulation rates are comparably high. For
this region, no correlation between both datasets was observed,
since local effects cause spatially highly variable snow deposition and hence snow pack conditions, which cannot be resolved
in the classification procedure by scatterometer data. No density distribution is available for this surface type, but the snow
pack is described as consisting mainly of loose, homogenous,
to 2 mm) snow crystals. Only one thin layer
fined grained (
of consolidated material was found within the upper 1.5 m at a
depth of 1 m.
was found for lower
The highest correlation of up to
accumulation areas within the dry snow zone, covered by spatially separated sections of class IV. The different alignment of
surface roughness features toward north (simulated sensor look
axis from secdirection) induces a parallel shift along the
tion E4b to E4c in Fig. 12. Our findings are consistent with a
previous study [11], which found backscattering to be generally
more sensitive to changes in accumulation when the accumu-
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TABLE IV
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ACCUMULATION RATE A AND
BACKSCATTERING COEFFICIENT  [SEE (4)] FOR SECTIONS OF CLASS 4

lation rate is low (100–250 kg m
a ). The correlation
becomes highest for regions with little slope and smooth topography. Snow pit SP9703 (elevation: 1250 m a.s.l.) reveals for
this snow pack type a series of alternating high-density layers
of fine grains and lower density, coarse-grained firn, caused by
annual and seasonal varying wind and temperature conditions.
Additionally a number of seven wind crusts of less than 1 mm
thickness are found at several depths over the upper 2 m of the
snow pack. The average density is 390 kg m , significantly
lower than within the percolation zone.
The corresponding scatterometer-derived values for FA and
IG [Fig. 13(b) and (c)] show for class I very little anisotropy
versus incidence angle, i.e., small IG,
and a flat decrease of
linked to a high backscattering level of up to 0 dB. Within the
dry snow zone (classes IV and X) we find the backscattering
reduced with a significant change in IG only for the Escat data.
FA is high for both sensors, with larger amplitudes in C-band.
B. Transect Kohnen
A second area arranged to class IV using Escat and Nscat
data, is situated on the Wegenerinlandeis plateau around Kohnen
station. For this region a transect of ground truth data obtained
by IPR is available for comparison with ASAR data. In order
to reduce noise both datasets have been smoothed using a 2-km
running mean. In spite of similar backscattering characteristics,
we find altered parameterizations between ground truth accumulation rates and ASAR measurements according to
(4)
Our transect of 320-km length can be subdivided into three
sections using a scatterplot of accumulation versus ASAR
similar to Fig. 12. For these we find coefficients and as listed
in Table IV. Here we compare our results with subdivision E4c
along the lower elevation Neumayer-Kottas traverse, which exhibits comparable topographical conditions and slope (1.6 m
km ). Again we find a clear inverse response of backscattering
to changes in accumulation rate. Furthermore we notice a trend
of increasing backscattering with elevation [Fig. 14(a)]. This
cannot be caused by accumulation changes, which exhibit irregular variations but show no certain tendency along the entire
transect according to ground data [Fig. 14(b)]. Removing this
trend from our satellite data and adjusting the regression coefficients to and , we can improve the correlation coefficients
( ) between ASAR data and accumulation, especially for the
third section (87–320 km).
Backscattering has also been linked to the mean annual air
temperature [11], [30], for which elevation can serve as a proxy.
Introducing the elevation
as a second parameter additional

Fig. 14. (a) Elevation and ASAR  (on a 250-m grid) normalized to an
overall incidence angle of 35 and 0 azimuth angle along the IPR route, and
(b) IPR-derived accumulation data (gray line) [41] compared to accumulation
estimations based on ASAR data (black line).

to the radar backscattering coefficient for performing a multivariate regression analysis, we yield good accumulation estimates based on
(5)
Our accumulation calculations resulting from ASAR and elevation data compare well with surface-mass-balance rates derived by IPR. Both curves progress parallel, with an average
%. The accuracy of IPR data has been esdifference of
timated to be within 5% to 10% (personal communication Dr.
kg m
Olaf Eisen). The maximum disagreement is
a (21.73%) occurring at 302 km. This close approach is surprising, considering the difference in spatial resolution between
IPR and our satellite data. The latter corresponds to an integration of backscattering responses over an area of 250 250 m .
The accuracy is higher as long as the transect is running parallel to satellite swath (up to 150 km from starting point). Therefore, differences within the second part of our profile line might
partly result from an incomplete incidence angle normalization.
The latter introduces an error of up to 1 dB for incidence-angle
corrections being in the order of 10 along the transect (see Section II-B), which corresponds to an accumulation error of about
a according to (5) for a typical value of along
6 kg m
the transect. Another source of discrepancies are differences in
temporal resolution between both datasets. Our IPR data cover
a time span of about 185 years, based on an isochrone at an average depth of 25 m [41]. This corresponds roughly to the penetration depth of C-band in polar firn [42]. Thus, the volume
contributing to the backscattering theoretically covers a comparable time span, but can easily vary due to effective scattering
layers near the surface, e.g., caused by depth hoar. Such changes
in penetration depth and therefore backscattering strength might
be the reason for significant divergences of ground-truth and
calculated accumulation-profile lines, e.g., occurring between
180–230 km or around 280 km from starting point. Since exact
information on real penetration depth are not available, such estimates based on radar data must always be taken with care.
C. SAR-Based Accumulation Map
Based on (5), we calculated the spatial pattern of accumulation at a horizontal resolution of 250 m for an area as large
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as (2) the accumulation time span that is covered by firn and
snow pit samples. The same sources of discrepancies apply as
mentioned above for the transect Kohnen including the accuracy
of field measurements, which we cannot quantify.
The same field records were used to interpolate an accumulation grid at 20-km resolution [18] with which we compare our
SAR-derived accumulation map. This low-resolution dataset
has until now been the best source of information for ice-sheet
modeling within this region. We find that with use of SAR
data not only small-scale accumulation variations are now
visible, but also a significantly different accumulation pattern is
revealed. While in Fig. 15(a) a clear increase in accumulation
can be observed toward the east of our study area, the situation
seems to be reversed in Fig. 15(b). In total the accumulation
sums up to 3.67 Gt a versus 4.4 Gt a from [18], corresponding to a difference of 20%. This result gives an indication
for the present uncertainties in quantification of ice-sheet mass
balance.
V. SUMMARY
Fig. 15. Accumulation maps based on (a) SAR data and (b) interpolation from
point records [18]. Firn core B32 is situated 1.6 km west of Kohnen station.

TABLE V
) IN
MEASURED (A ) VERSUS SAR-DERIVED ACCUMULATION (A
KILOGRAMS PER SQUARE METER PER YEAR ON AMUNDSENISEN PLATEAU

as
km surrounding our IPR transect [Fig. 15(a)] and
being included in class IV. In order to assess the accuracy of our
product we judge the accumulation obtained from SAR at locations for which independent field measurements are available
(Table V). These data were mainly derived from shallow firn
cores, many of which go back more than 180 years, thus covering a time span comparable to our IPR data. The difference
between ground truth records and SAR-derived accumulation
% to 31%.
rates varies on average by 19%, ranging from
The accuracy is found to be nonsystematic and irrespective of
both (1) the distance between point accumulation measurements
and IPR transect (used for calibrating the SAR signals), as well

This paper combines satellite-borne radar data with ground
truth mass-balance information derived by annual stake line
readings, firn cores, and geophysical field surveys carried
out by IPR. Our aim was to study the spatial distribution of
different snow pack regimes over the Antarctic ice sheet and
assess surface-mass-balance variations, in particular throughout
the DML region. We used Escat and Nscat data in order to
identify regions with similar backscattering behavior by three
azimuth and incidence angle dependence
parameters (
of backscattering FA and IG), which are similarly mapped by
both C-band and Ku-band sensor types. Thus, by applying a
maximum-likelihood classification we produce comparable
results, showing that despite a limited imaging geometry also
Escat is a useful tool to carry out snow pack studies. Distinctions depending on frequency can be explained largely by
differences in penetration depth and therefore in the volume
contributing to the backscattering as well as by differences in
scattering mechanisms at internal interfaces and grains. Related
to this fact is that single frequencies may be responding to
different periods in recent snow-accumulation history, which
was however not examined in this study.
The scatterometer-derived parameters IG and FA were also
used to normalize Envisat ASAR wideswath data to unique
incidence and azimuth angles for a test site in DML. Our
studies confirm inverse correlations between ASAR backscattering and snow accumulation rates, which become strongest
within low-accumulation dry snow zone areas. Our hypothesis,
that within classes of similar backscattering behavior unique
parameterizations can be established between accumulation
rates and backscattering amplitude, can only be partly confirmed. Though we can delimit areas for which we find simple
functions for estimating surface-mass-balance changes, the
ability to transfer these from one region to another is limited.
The reason for this is that beside the accumulation rate, further
parameters which vary spatially in number and composition
alter the snow-pack backscattering properties, such as the
presence of small-scale surface roughness features or buried
effective scattering layers, i.e., ice lenses, depth hoar, or wind
crusts. Furthermore, the terrain is changing the local incidence
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angle in a way that is not taken into account by our scatterometer-derived normalization procedure. On the higher elevation
plateau area of DML, a steadily decreasing mean annual air
temperature with increasing elevation introduces a linear trend
in , which overlays the irregular signal undulations caused by
varying accumulation rates. Both observed signature responses
are mostly controlled by grain-size variations [21].
For a test site in Dronning Maud Land we have derived
the first high-resolution accumulation map based on SAR and
ground truth data. Even in this area with a comparably dense
network of ground measurements, the spatial characteristics
and the magnitude of accumulation differs significantly from
previous interpolations of accumulation point measurements.
This suggests that accumulation compilations from single
point records can be misleading if their area of validity is left
unconsidered.
VI. CONCLUSION
SAR measurements can be utilized to map surface mass balance, most suitably within lower accumulation areas of the dry
snow zone. However, the relationship between accumulation
rate and backscattering is not unique over the entire spectrum of
possible Antarctic snow pack conditions. The mean annual air
temperature, which is highly dependent on elevation is a parameter that must further be considered in this context. It is therefore
obvious that parameterizations of accumulation rates via SAR
data can be established only for areas of limited extent that can
be defined using low-resolution scatterometer data. The incluFA,
sion of surface heights as a fourth parameter beside
and IG, for classifying Antarctic snow pack types might improve the discrimination of snow regimes that exhibit similar
backscattering characteristics, in spite of different snow morphology.
A strong advantage of SAR-derived accumulation estimates
at high resolution is the ability to distinguish climatically caused
accumulation changes from those related to small-scale surface
undulations upstream of a drilling site. This is of great relevance
for the climatic interpretation of deep ice core records, such as
obtained by the EPICA project. They could serve as well for
validation of output from atmospheric numerical models. For
regional calibration of radar signals, accurate ground truth data
on accumulation are needed, preferably along continuous profiles lines. In this we see the major problem in application of our
method.
However our findings are also useful by examining the surrounding backscattering pattern of accumulation point measurements. This would indicate the degree to which the latter can be
considered to be representative on the regional scale, even if the
spatial variability of snow accumulation cannot be quantified.
With regard to Ku-band, the detected small-scale variations in
snow pack properties will be useful for the analysis of high-resolution radar altimeter data like from the forthcoming Cryosat
mission.
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